


Dear reader
We are  in the time of winter and the long bright days will soon
replaced the cold winter days.
In many areas we are in  a dark time due to the turbulent
state of the world economy.
But fortunately there are bright spots such as winter holidays.

Here at the company Anne Jensen, we will try to
find the small bright spots that we know will  please all
our customers but also new customers who just want to try
something new or pamper themselves to get a little more
energy for the cold months.

New products will see the light of day in the next few months.
In addition, we are incredibly happy and proud to be
able to present our new spa facial treament collection
which we believe reflects style, class and luxury.

Beauty we love and we hope that you also will love our new items.

.

Best regards

Anne Jensen
Founder







DIAMOND MOISTURIZING CREAM 50 ML DIAMOND MOISTURIZING MASK MASK 50 ML

This moisturizing cream with hyaluronic acid,
is a concentrate of natural active ingredients
to stimulate collagen production.
Its tested moisturizing effectiveness, make it an
ideal repairing care for your skin
Brown seaweed extract, hyaluronic acid, marine spring water.

Marine collagen is extracted from  brown algae rich in minerals
Stimulates skin cell renewal

Concentrated in sensoriality,  this velvety care
naturally treat  the body with its creamy and
melting texture.
Nourishing plant oils and  shea butter diffuse their benefits.
Stimulating the body skin.

This luxury treatment based on marine botanicals and marine water
will pamper and improve the skin.
Its beautifying benefits gives the skin softness and radiance.



DIAMOND JAPANESE RICE CREAM 50 ML

DIAMOND JAPANESE RICE SERUM 30 ML DIAMOND JAPANESE CLEANSING GEL 30 ML

This face cream with rice powder, delicately perfumed, reveals its smoothness
and great comfort. Rice, this resourceful small grain, is the main ingredient of this cream.
This beauty secret from Asia, reduces imperfections and protects the skin against
external aggressions. Like a nourishing protective film, this cream envelops the skin,
softens it and restores its radiance

This face serum with its fluid texture
leaves its delicate vanilla perfume on the skin.
Rice, this resourceful small grain, is the main
ingredient of this serum.

Under the action of the massage, this gel transforms
first into oil  and then into a milky  emulsion on
contact with water.

This luxury treatment based on the oriental plant and rituals will pamper
and improve the skin and feels like a cocoon wrap.
This beauty secret from Asia, known for its
absorbent properties, removes impurities on the skin to give
beautifying benefits to the skin and gives it softness and radiance.



VELVET SATIN ORGANIC EYE CREAM  50 MLVELVET SATIN ORGANIC DAY CREAM  50 ML

DIAMOND MOONLIGHT FACIAL OIL 30 ML

This glittereyes cream, is formulated from
a combination of active ingredients acting
together in the heart of the skin cells to
reducing the early signs of time and preserving the
skin's youthfulness. A young and sublime look.

This cream with a light and melting texture
is a coconing nourishing care ideal for
delicate skin and is fragrance free

Chilean wild rose deeply nourishes the
epidermis,  renews cells and fights
age spots and pigmentation changes.

Cosmos organic certified

Experience the Signature Diamond Moonlight Facial Massage Treatment
This natural oil cocktail merges with the skin and comes to nourish,
soothe and protect it from external agressions.



LIFTING SLEEP OVER  ANTI AGE MASK 50 ML DIAMOND PUFF EYE SERUM 15  ML
DIAMOND LIFTING EFFECT EYE CREAM  15 ML

DIAMOND YOUTH SERUM 30 ML

DIAMOND LIFTING EFFECT CREAM  50 ML
DIAMOND LIFTING EFFECT  NIGHT CREAM 50 ML

This glittereyes cream, is formulated from
a combination of active ingredients acting
together in the heart of the skin cells to
reducing the early signs of time and preserving the
skin's youthfulness. A young and sublime look.

Reduce puffy eye bags rich in
marine collagen, this serum smoothes
also wrinkles for an immediate
revivingeffect whereas the camomile
has a calming action on the skin.
Moisturizing, Regenerating,
Vitamin C, E&A, marine collagen

Over the night it delivers the benefits
of its anti ageing active ingredient to fight
against the first signs of time and intensively
nourish the skin.

Rich in vitamins A, E and marine
botanicals strengthens the tissues’
elasticity and revitalizes the
skin. Its content in NMF
(Natural Moisturizing Factor) improves
also the skin moisturization level and its vitality

Over the night it delivers the benefits
of its anti ageing active ingredient to fight
against the first signs of time and intensively
nourish the skin.

The  argireline active ingredient blocks the transfer
of acetylcholine, a neurotransmitter in the nerve
cells which is responsible for the facial muscles contraction,
the result being deep wrinkles formation.
In addition, the argireline effect relies upon a
peptide which bothreduces the depth of expression
wrinkles and  helps to fight  against their development.

This luxury treatment with Caviar extract and menthol, the ingredients
in this blend, combine their refreshing properties to strengthen the
skin and help it to fight the first signs of aging.
An ideal care to restore vitality and tone to the skin.



DIAMOND AQUA MARINE DAY SERUM CREAM
Apply on the skin, This rich creamy serum
hydrates the skin and  immediately renew its
natural from the inside out ,for longlasting results.
Use alone as a day and night serum cream or use in
connection with the Diamond Aqua Marine Ser

DIAMOND AQUA MARINE SERUM
In a single step,this genuine precious serum
with marine ingredient mxes the active ingredients
of the serum and the ingredients sublimate the
skin and illuminate the complexion .
Luxury and efficiency are perfectly combined.

With its unique texture transforming into oil, this mask
provides to the skin an exfoliating care with an
incomparable softness and glow.

WHAT TO USE AT HOME



Anne Jensen make up is made with unique created textures, modern colors to suit every need for a beautiful look.
All products are designed and created from scratch by Anne Jensen.
Part of the products are trendsetting textures based on new pigments and new sustainable ingredients.
The trend of the moment.

Anne Jensen picks up the latest fashion colors and trends and mixes them  with colors from our everyday life,
selections from the the street, nature and  the sea, giving us a beautiful palette of colors to suit all skin tones.
Anne Jensen's cosmetics range is designed and created for women of all ages, who want to pamper
themselves,with some amazing luxury make  up products, that match the trend of the time.
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